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Welcome to the AccessibilityOnline Webinar Series
A collaborative program between the ADA National Network and the US Access Board
The Session is Scheduled to begin at 2:30pm Eastern Time
We will be testing sound quality periodically
Audio and Visual are provided through the on-line webinar system. This session is closed captioned.  Individuals may also listen via telephone by dialing 712-432-3100 code 930098 # (This is not a Toll Free number)
The content and materials of this training are property of the US Access Board and the Great Lakes ADA Center and cannot be used and/or distributed without permission. This program is funded through a contract agreement with the U.S. Access Board. For permission to use training content or obtain copies of materials used as part of this program please contact us by email at adata@adagreatlakes.org or toll free (877)232-1990 (V/TTY)
www.AccessibilityOnline.org" www.AccessibilityOnline.org
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Webinar Features
Closed captioning – click  CC icon (top of screen) or control-F8 and adjust the captioning screen as needed
Customize your view – choose “View” from the menu bar at the top of the screen and choose the layout you prefer from the dropdown menu.
Questions - type and submit questions in the Chat Area Text box or press control-M and enter text in the Chat Area
Emotions/Hand-raising:  Please do not use these features during this session
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Presenters Jim Pecht and Dave Yanchulis
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ADA Standards:  “The Basics” 
Session Agenda
Chapter 3: Building Blocks
 Floor or Ground Surfaces (§302 & 303)
 Space Requirements (§304 & 305) 
 Knee and Toe Clearance (§306) 
 Protruding Objects (§307) 
 Operable Parts/ Reach Ranges (§308 & 309) 
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“Building Blocks”
Graphic showing that chapters 4-9 feed back into Chapter 3 
Other technical chapters reference Ch. 3 provisions 
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Floor & Ground Surfaces
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Ground/ Floor Surfaces (§302) 
Firm, stable, and “slip resistant”
Close-up image of a wheelchair user negotiating paved sidewalk 
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Ground/ Floor Surfaces 
Loose surface materials: most do not comply unless properly treated (e.g., binders, consolidants, compaction, and grid forms) repeated maintenance often required 
Picture of loose gavel surface material
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Slip Resistance
Slip resistance – minimum level (“coefficient of friction”) not specified 
Standard practices for minimizing slipperiness often suffice
Specify according to likely conditions (e.g. exposure to moisture) 
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Surface Smoothness
Surface smoothness – changes in level 
Avoid rough surfaces composed of cobblestones, Belgian blocks, etc. = difficult or painful to negotiate
Picture of rough cobblestone street surface
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Carpet
1/2” max. pile height (measured to the backing, cushion, or pad) 
Texture: level or textured loop, level cut pile, or level cut/uncut pile 
Firm backing, cushions, pads (avoid cushions/ pads for greater firmness) firm securement, edging  
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Carpet
Securement/ attachment to prevent rolling or buckling (which makes maneuvering difficult)
Picture of carpet rolling and buckling against wheelchair front caster
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Openings
½” max. in one dimension
Long dimension = perpendicular to travel direction
Picture of grate with the long dimension of openings shown perpendicular to the travel direction
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Changes in Level (§303)
¼” maximum – no treatment
½” maximum – 1:2 max. bevel
> ½” – treatment as ramp/ other means of vertical access
Diagram showing 1/4 inch change in level with no treatment; 1/2 inch change in level with top 1/4 inch beveled with a 1:2 slope
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Changes in Level
Apply to all level changes along accessible routes, including thresholds
Picture of wheelchair footrests shown pushing door open against smooth bottom surface
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Turning Space

Slide 17: Turning Space
Turning Space (§304)
Wheelchair Turning
Photo of man in manual wheelchair
Photo of man in electric wheelchair
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Turning Space (§304) 
3-point turn
Picture of a person using scooter making 3-point turn
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Turning Space
60” Diameter Circle   
T-Shaped Space
Diagram showing a 60" diameter turning circle and T shaped space is 36 inches wide at the top and stem within a 60 inch by 60 inch
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Overlap of Turning Space
Elements with knee/toe space can overlap either 1 arm or stem 
Diagram showing lavatory overlapping 1 arm of T-shape space; overlap cannot extend beyond arm/stem and other 2 segments remain clear for approach and backing up
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Overlap of Turning Space
Overlap of circular space (25” max)
Recommended:  avoid any overlap or limit to approximately 12” (wheelchair space remains clear)
Diagram showing lavatory overlapping circular turning space
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Turning Space
Turning space can overlap other clearances; door can swing into turning space 
Toilet room in plan view shows turning space overlapping toilet and lavatory clearances, door maneuvering clearance, and arc of door swing
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Turning Space along route
Required at 180 degree turns around narrow obstructions (< 48” long) unless route width at least 42” wide 
Two alternative plan views are shown of an accessible route that has a 180 degree turn about an object less than 48 inches wide.  In one figure, the clear width is 36 inches minimum approaching the turn, 60 inches minimum at the turn, and 36 inches minimum leaving the turn. In the other figure, the clear width is 42 inches minimum approaching the turn, 48 inches minimum at the turn, and 42 inches minimum leaving the turn.
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Turning Space in Rooms and Spaces 
toilet/ bathing facilities
dressing/ fitting/ locker rooms	     
transient lodging guest rooms    
dwelling units (all rooms on accessible routes)
patient bedrooms
holding and housing cells
saunas and steam rooms
courtrooms (raised stations served by ramps)
certain recreation spaces 
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Clear floor/ground space
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Clear Floor/ Ground Space (§305)
Clearances required at all accessible elements (e.g., storage cabinets, drinking fountains, outlets, etc.)
Clear floor space shown at fire extinguisher cabinet, drinking fountain, and electrical outlet; spaces at cabinet and drinking fountain partially overlap
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Clear Floor/ Ground Space
Forward Approach:
Required at dining/ work surfaces, DFs, lavatories, most sinks, urinals 
Side Approach:
Specified/ usually provided at sales & service counters, beds, and most appliances 
Either approach allowed at other elements 
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Size/ Centering
Centering = required at only certain elements (DFs, kitchen work surfaces, washers/ dryers) 
Minimum size: 30” x 48” (unconfined)
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Size (Confined)
Additional clearance where space confined on 3 sides (and more than half of space depth confined)
Image showing Clear floor space for forward approach 36" wide minimum  because it is obstructed on both sides at least 24 inches; clear floor space for side approach 60" long minimum because it is recessed and obstructed on both sides at least 15 inches
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Knee & Toe Space
Toe Space: 9” high 6” deep max
Knee & Toe Space: 27” min. high (knee) 25” deep max
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Knee & Toe Space
Knee/ toe space required at certain elements: 
DFs, lavatories, most sinks, dining/ work surfaces
Close-up of knee and toe space shown in profile; 17" min. depth at elements where knee and toe space required
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Knee & Toe Space
Toe space 
Toe space 9" high min. and 6" deep max.
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Knee & Toe Space
Beyond toe space, clearance increases from 9” to 27” min. over 3” span (6:1 slope)
From 9" high toe space, clearance increases to 27" min. over a 3" horizontal space (6:1 slope)
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Knee & Toe Space
Remainder of space must provide full clearance for knees (27” min.) 
Knee space 27" high min. and, where knee and toe space is required, 8" deep min. (total knee and toe space depth 17" min. where such space is required)
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Knee & Toe Space
Additional depth must provide 27” min. clearance (9” of depth can be less than 27”)
Knee and toe space 25" deep max. with knee space 27" high min. extending to 9" max. from the leading edge of toe space
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Knee & Toe Space
Knee/ toe space must be at least as deep as the reach to any operable parts (both limited to 25” depth)
Knee and toe space below obstruction extending to or beyond reach depth above obstruction
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Operable Parts & Reach Ranges
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Operable Parts (§309)
Examples of operable parts: fire extinguisher cabinet, drinking fountains, alarm pull, and electrical outlet; exempt; floor receptacle
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Operable Parts
Operability
Reach range
Clear floor space 
Connected by an accessible route
Picture of a person using wheelchair opening fire extinguisher cabinet; clear floor space highlighted
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Reach Ranges (§308)
Unobstructed forward and side reaches
Unobstructed reach (forward and side):  15" min. AFF to 48" max AFF
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Forward Reach (Obstructed)
Obstructed reach: 44” max. if reach depth exceeds 20”
Forward reach over obstruction is 48" max. high if reach depth 20" max.; reach height is reduced to 44" max. if reach depth is greater than 20" (to 25" max)
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Side Reach (Obstructed)
Obstructed reach: 46” max. if reach depth exceeds 10”
Obstructed side reach 48" max. if reach depth 10" max.; reach height is reduced to 46" max. if reach depth greater than 10" (to 24" max.)
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Side Reach (Obstructed)
Recommendation: consider standard reach radius in locating operable parts accessed from side approach
Side reach over counter to objects located in corners is limited by the reach radius, which extends to 12" from the back of the wheelchair space; depth of side reach radius is 24" (area outside the reach radius shown at front of space at section of counter in corner))
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Children’s Reach Ranges
Advisory (non-mandatory):  Forward & Side
Maximum 44 inches (9-12 yrs); 40 inches (5-8 yrs); 36 inches (3-4 yrs)
Minimum 20 inches 3-4 yrs); 18 inches (5-8 yrs); 20 inches (9-12 yrs)
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Operability
1 hand operation
no tight grasping, pinching, or twisting of wrist
5 lbf maximum
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Operability
Closed fist operation = good, but not mandatory 
Many other types comply (e.g., U-shaped pulls)
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Operability
Recommended:
buttons - raised/flush (not recessed) 
no simultaneous action/ movement 
hand or finger dexterity not required
Not required to comply: non-fixed portions (e.g,. keys, access cards)
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Protruding Objects
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Protruding Objects (§307)
Wall mounted object above 27" AFF (max. cane sweep range) and below 80" AFF (min. headroom clearance) limited to 4" max. protrusion
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Protruding Objects
Protrusion limits apply to all areas of circulation – not limited to accessible routes 
Examples of protruding objects: sconces, drinking fountains, sign (perpendicular to wall)
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Protruding Objects
Person using cane approaching drinking fountain recessed in alcove
Person walking hear a recessed water fountain that has a leading edge of 4” projecting from alcove
Elements often recessed to comply (e.g., drinking fountains at standard heights) 
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Protruding Objects
Protrusion limits also apply to objects mounted on posts 
Person using cane standing near sign on post
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Protruding Objects
Elevation drawing (a) shows an object mounted more than 27" high on a post. The object protrudes 12" maximum from the post on both sides. Elevation (b) shows signs or other obstructions mounted between posts or pylons. One object has its lowest edge mounted 27" high maximum between posts that are more than 12" apart. Another object is mounted with its lowest edge 80" high minimum between posts that are more than 12" apart.
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Questions?
You may type and submit questions in the Chat Area Text Box or press Control-M and enter text in the Chat Area
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U.S. Access Board
(800) 872-2253 (voice)
(800) 993-2822 (TTY)
E-mail: ta@access-board.gov
www.access-board.gov" www.access-board.gov
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Thank you for participating in today’s webinar
Next scheduled session:  
Accessible Communication Elements and Features 
May 3, 2012 2:30 - 4:00 (ET)
www.AccessibilityOnline.org
877-232-1990 (V/TTY)





